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DETAILED ACTION

1 . Claims 1 -1 0 are pending.

Information Disclosure Statement

2. The information disclosure statement (IDS) submitted on July 25, 2005 was filed

before First Office Action. The submission is in compliance with the provisions of 37

CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the information disclosure statement is being considered by the

examiner.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).
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Claims 1-10 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

US 2004/0221308 A1 issued to Craig D. Cutter et al ("Cutter") in view of US

2006/0074810 issued to Mark Henricus Verberkt ("Verberkt").

As per independent claim 1 Cutter teaches:

A preference information managing apparatus which outputs preference information

reflecting a user's preference (see Abstract), comprising:

a storing unit operable to store characteristics information obtained by the obtaining unit

(
paragraph 72, as storage system to store content and metadata (characteristic

information));

a calculating unit operable to calculate a score of each piece of characteristics

information stored in the storing unit, and output a piece of characteristics information

whose score is high, as the preference information (paragraph 81 , lines 7-9, calculative

outcome of relevance to the user into an ordered list and paragraph 90, as Now playing

list includes content available to the user that fits the user profile and/or content that

meets priority program requirements).

Cutter does not explicitly teach an obtaining unit operable to obtain one or more

pieces of characteristics information corresponding to a packaged content used by the

user. Verberkt does teach this limitation (paragraph 38, CD-ROM and DVD-ROM

equates to package content and maintaining local content information) to provide

equivalent content to the user. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art the time of the invention to modify Cutter with an obtaining unit operable to obtain
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one or more pieces of characteristics information corresponding to a packaged content

used by the user to provide equivalent content to the user (paragraph 44, lines 1-6).

As per claim 2 same as claim arguments above and Verberkt teaches:

Wherein the obtaining unit obtains an ID, which is recorded In the packaged

content, from a packaged contentusing unit which reads the packaged content, and (ii)

characteristics information from an external apparatus based on the obtained ID

(paragraph 38, as content information from DVD with equates to the package

information to include ID).

As per claim 3 same as claim arguments above and Verberkt teaches:

wherein the obtaining unit obtains characteristics information, which is recorded in the

packaged content, from a packaged content using unit which reads the packaged

content (paragraph 38, as content information from DVD with equates to the package

information).

As per claim 4 same as claim arguments above and Cutter teaches:

Wherein the obtaining unit obtains a usage type from the ... content, which indicates

whether the ... content is for purchase or for rental (paragraph 81, as content meta

values include availability and subscription or cost of content);

and the calculating unit calculates the score of each piece of characteristics information

in such a manner that in the case where the obtained usage type indicates that the

content is for purchase, the score of each piece of characteristics information is
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multiplied by a larger coefficient than a coefficient for the case where the obtained

usage type indicates that the content is for rental (paragraph 82, as calculates based

on cost to obtain the content )

.

As per claim 5 same as claim arguments above and Cutter teaches:

Wherein the obtaining unit further obtains one or more pieces of characteristics

information corresponding to a non-packaged content used by the user 9( paragraph

70, providing metadata about content available by VOD);

and the calculating unit (i) calculates the score of each piece of characteristics

information corresponding to the packaged and the non-packaged contents in such a

manner that the score of each piece of characteristics information corresponding to the
<

packaged content is multiplied by a larger coefficient than a coefficient for

characteristics information corresponding to the non-packaged content , and (ii) outputs

a piece of characteristics information whose score is high, among al pieces of

characteristics information corresponding to the packaged and the non-packaged

contents, as the preference information (paragraph 75-76, as metadata elements

(characteristic information ) have weighting factors and the weighting system is

subjectively applied and paragraph 90, programming listed such as Now Playing list).
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As per claim 6 same as claim arguments above and Cutter teaches:

wherein the storing unit stores characteristics information corresponding to the

packaged and the non-packaged contents in a form where whether a source of

characteristics information is the packaged content or the non-packaged content

is identifiable, and the calculating unit multiplies, when performing the calculation, the

score of each piece of characteristics information corresponding to the packaged

content by a larger coefficient than a coefficient for characteristics information

corresponding to the non-packaged content( paragraph 72, as storage system to store

content and metadata (characteristic information) and paragraph 74 VOD as non-

package information, paragraph 75-76, as metadata elements (characteristic

information ) have weighting factors and the weighting system is subjectively applied
,

paragraph 81 , as calculative outcomes of relevance to the user to generate an ordered

list and paragraph 90, programming listing such as Now Playing list).

As per claim 7 same as claim arguments above and Cutter teaches:

Wherein the storing unit stores characteristics information corresponding to the

packaged and the non-packaged contents after the score of each piece of

characteristics information corresponding to the packaged content is multiplied by

a larger coefficient than a coefficient for characteristics information corresponding to

the non-packaged content( paragraph 72, as storage system to store content and

metadata (characteristic information) and paragraph 74 VOD as non-package

information and paragraph 75-76, as metadata elements (characteristic information
)
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have weighting factors and the weighting system is subjectively applied
,
paragraph 81,

as calculative outcomes of relevance to the user to generate an ordered list and

paragraph 90, programming listing such as Now Playing list).

As per claim 8 same as claim arguments above and Cutter teaches:

Wherein the obtaining unit obtains a usage type from the packaged content, which

indicates whether the packaged content is for purchase or for rental, and the

calculating unit calculates the score of each piece of characteristics information in

such a manner that in the case where the obtained usage type indicates that the

content is for purchase, the score of each piece of characteristics information is

multiplied by a larger coefficient than a coefficient for the case where the obtained

usage type indicates that the content is for rental(paragraph 81 , as content meta

values include availability and subscription or cost of content and paragraph 82, as

calculates based on cost to obtain the content ).

As per independent claim 9 Cutter teaches:

a storing step for storing characteristics information obtained by the obtaining step

(
paragraph 72, as storage system to store content and metadata (characteristic

information));

calculating step for calculating a score of each piece of characteristics information

stored by the storing step, and output a piece of characteristics information whose

score is high, as the preference information(paragraph 81, lines 7-9, calculative

outcome of relevance to the user into an ordered list and paragraph 90, as Now playing
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list includes content available to the user that fits the user profile and/or content that

meets priority program requirements).

Cutter does not explicitly teach an obtaining step for obtaining one or more pieces of

characteristics information corresponding to a packaged content used by the user;

Verberkt does teach this limitation (paragraph 38, CD-ROM and DVD-ROM equates to

package content and maintaining local content information) to provide equivalent

content to the user. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art the time

of the invention to modify Cutter an obtaining step for obtaining one or more pieces of

characteristics information corresponding to a packaged content used by the user;

to provide equivalent content to the user (paragraph 44, lines 1-6).

As per claim 10 same as claim arguments above and Cutter teaches:

wherein the obtaining step further obtains one or more pieces of characteristics

information corresponding to a non-packaged content used by the user( paragraph 70,

providing metadata about content available by VOD); and

the calculating step (i)calculates the score of each piece of characteristics information

corresponding to the packaged and the non-packaged contents in such a manner that

the score of each piece of characteristics information corresponding to the

packaged content is multiplied by a larger coefficient than a coefficient for

characteristics information corresponding to the non-packaged content, and

outputs a piece of characteristics information whose score is high, among all pieces

of characteristics information corresponding to the packaged and the non-packaged
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contents, as the preference information(paragraph 75-76, as metadata elements

(characteristic information ) have weighting factors and the weighting system is

subjectively applied and paragraph 90, programming listed such as Now Playing list).

4. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Susan Rayyan whose telephone number is (571) 272-

1675. The examiner can normally be reached M-F: 8am - 4:30pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Cottingham can be reached on (571) 272-7079. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is

703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from

the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR

only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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